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ABSTRACT
A new railway line was under construction in Northern Sweden, along the shoreline of the Gulf of Bothnia, between Umea  and Orn-
skoldsvik. The ground conditions varied dramatically: Postglacial clay and silt valleys with intermediate ridges of crystalline, Pre-
cambrian bedrock, crossing the railway line. Within the stretch in question, the railway line level was about 20m below ground sur-
face in  soft organic silt.
For the design of freezing, a freezing analysis was carried out to determine the practical freezing plan with pipeline depths and dis-
tances, to estimate the necessary time for freezing and to determine temperatures within the frozen zone. The frozen soil in the tunnel
was planned to be cut by blasting, and the tunnel walls and arches were planned to be strengthened temporarily with shotcrete, that
should work the period of cutting, about 3 months. To estimate the deformations, displacements and safety level, a mechanical analy-
sis of the tunnel cross-section was carried out, applying the FEM-program PLAXIS. The analysis resulted stresses and displacements 
before shotcrete cover (3 days), and long-term displacements and factors of safety for the shotcrete-supported tunnel. The estimated
displacements for the tunnel arch were small, if the temperatures were at or below -15oC.
The freezing was started in May 2002, and completed in September 2002. The tunnelling was started in September, and it was antici-
pated to be open in November 2002. The tunnelling proved to be technically and economically successful, and was carried out in the 
planned schedule.  

RÉSUMÉ
Une nouvelle ligne ferroviaire a été construite en Suède du Nord, le long de la côte du Golfe de Bothnie, entre Umea et Ornskoldsvik. 
Les conditions du sol ont nettement changé: vallées postglaciales d'argile et de limon avec arêtes cristallines intermédiaires et roche de 
fond précambrienne traversant la ligne ferroviaire. Dans l’étendue en question, le niveau de la ligne ferroviaire était environ 20m sous 
la surface du sol dans le limon organique mou. 
Pour le planning de la congélation, une analyse de congélation a été effectuée pour déterminer le plan de congélation pratique avec 
profondeurs et distances des tubes réfrigérants pour estimer le temps nécessaire de congélation et pour déterminer les températures à
l’intérieur de la zone gelée. On a prévu de couper le sol congelé dans le tunnel par soufflage, et de supporter temporairement les murs 
et les voûtes du tunnel avec du béton projeté, ce qui devrait fonctionner durant la période du découpage d’environ 3 mois. Pour esti-
mer les déformations, les déplacements et le niveau de sécurité, une analyse mécanique de la section transversale de tunnel a été effec-
tuée avec l’application du programme FEM PLAXIS. L'analyse a rendu compte des points de tension et des déplacements avant cou-
verture de béton projeté (3 jours), et des déplacements à long terme et facteurs de sécurité du tunnel soutenu par béton projeté. Les 
déplacements estimés pour la voûte du tunnel étaient insignifiants si les températures étaient de -15oC ou inférieures. 
La congélation, entreprise en mai 2002, a été achevée en septembre 2002. Le perçage du tunnel a été commencé en septembre avec 
prévision d’ouverture en novembre 2002. Selon les expériences récoltées jusqu'à présent, le travail a été réussi. Le perçage du tunnel 
s'est avéré réussi sur les plans techniques et économiques et il a été accompli dans les délais prévus. 

1 THE BACKGROUND 

A new railway line was under construction in Northeastern 
Sweden, along the shoreline of the Gulf of Bothnia, between 
Umea  and Örnskoldsvik. The soil tunnel, supported with 
ground freezing, was located at Stranneberg, 5km north from 
Orskoldsvik. The frozen, 100m long tunnel stretch was located 
between two rock tunnels. The tunnel was built as a turn-key 
contract. The tunnel height was 8-10m and width about 10m.  

The frozen tunnelling method was applied instead of open 
cut, because it was seen difficult to find a proper site for land-
filling the sulphide silt. 

Another, similar tunnel stretch crossing a clayey valley was 
constructed applying jet-grouting. 

2 SITE CONDITIONS 

The ground conditions varied dramatically: Postglacial clay and 
silt valleys with intermediate ridges of crystalline, Precambrian 
bedrock, crossing the railway line. Within the stretch in ques-
tion, the railway line level was about 20m below ground sur-
face. The sediment basin consisted of sulphide-rich silts with 
high humus content and moisture content. The sulphide silt was 
a specific feature of the Gulf region. 

Within the tunnel stretch, the rock surface level was below 
the tunnel arch, and on a stretch of 20 meters, the tunnel was 
above the rock surface in the soils. The soil investigations re-
ported that at the deepest rock surface section, the rock was 
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For the design of freezing, a freezing analysis was carried
out to determine the practical freezing plan with pipeline depths
and distances, to estimate the necessary time for freezing and to
determine temperatures within the frozen zone. The frozen soil
in the tunnel was planned to be cut by blasting, and the tunnel
walls and arches were planned to be strengthened temporarily
with shotcrete, that should work the period of cutting, about 3
months. The final lining would be a in situ-cast concrete wall
that would be done after excavation.

4 THERMAL AND MECHANICAL DESIGN 

Thermal analysis was carried out using the Geo-Slope Temp/W 
element programs. The temperature field was solved assuming
temperatures -20°C and -27°C at the freezing pipe surface. The
limit temperature of the bottom and sides was set to +7°C, and
at ground surface to about +20°C. The thermal properties of the
soils, volumetric heat capacity and thermal conductivity when
unfrozen and frozen, were estimated according to the index pro-
perties.

Fig. 1. Tunnelling site at Stranneberg

covered with a 4.5m thick layer of silty sandy till with moisture
content 13% and dry density 2 t/m3. The till was overlain by a
layer of sandy silty till, about 3m thick, with moisture content 
34% and dry density 1.4t/m3. This layer was covered with orga-
nic sulphide silt (svartmocka), with moisture content 70-90%
and humus content 6%. The surface soil was a silty dry crust,
about 1m thick.

Besides the basic freezing installation, thermal analysis was
applied to the estimation of the heating effect of grouted concre-
te on the temperature of the frozen clay, the thermal influence of
the casting of the final liner, the rising of soil temperatures after
the closing of freezing, as well as a temporary effect of a broken
freeze pipe on the clay temperatures.

During the design phase, preliminary laboratory testing on
the frozen soil specimens was conducted.

Groundwater level in the till was about 1-2m below ground
surface. The site was a rock valley leaning to the north.

The freezing was estimated to last some 2-3 months, the ex-
cavation about 3 moths, and the casting of the lining about 2-3
months. Thus, the tunnel would be unsupported a few days after
blasting, until the temporary shotcrete would be strong, and it 
would be temporarily supported for max. 3 months before the
final lining. To estimate the deformations, displacements and
safety level, a mechanical analysis of the tunnel cross-section
was carried out, applying the FEM-program Plaxis. As an input,
the geometry of the soil layers as well as bedrock was given.
The frozen ground was divided in constant-temperature zones
according to the results of thermal, and temperature-dependent
design parameters like strengths and deformation moduli were 
estimated for different soils (Knutsson & Stenman 1999, Zhu
Yanlin et al. 1987, 1988). The analysis resulted stresses and 
displacements before shotcrete cover (3 days), and long-term
displacements and factors of safety for the shotcrete-supported
tunnel. The estimated displacements for the tunnel arch were
small, if the temperatures were at or below -15oC.

Kuva 2.  Bothniabana, the tunnel at Stranneberg, a schematic longitudi-
nal section of the freezing site.

3 THE TUNNELLING PRINCIPLE

In the rock, the tunnel was a grouted and reinforced rock tunnel.
It was supported with a concrete arch, when the thickness of the
rock roof was less than 3m. The rock roof and soils were frozen
about 5m above the rock surface, and freezing was extended at
least 2m. below the tunnel bottom. The vertical freezing pipes
were installed in a mesh so that a more than 5m thick wall was 
frozen on the sides of the tunnel. Above the tunnel, a 5m thick
soil roof  was frozen. The temperature of the roof and the walls
should be below -20oC.
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The tunnel soil was also frozen to enable excavation apply-
ing the conventional blasting method. 

After blasting and excavation,, the opened frozen surface
was first covered with a layer of polyethylene insulation and re-
inforcement mesh, fixed with anchor bolts. The surface was
then covered with a grouted concrete layer about 200mm thick. 
After opening the tunnel, the final, 0.5m thick concrete liner
was cast. It was joined to the grout cover of the rock tunnel with
a transition structure. Fig. 3. Temperature zones in Temp/W -analysis. Horizontal section on

the frozen wall with shotcrete and thermal insulation (R= 1m2K/W).
Phase: 90 days after shotcreting, column temperature -27°C.
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Fig. 4. Deformations after 90 days from PLAXIS-analysis. The maxi-
mum displacement was 17.1mm.

Fig 6. Temperatures 15.10.2002 (before the start of blasting) and
09.04.2003 (during blasting), at the deepest section.

The assumed thickness of the frozen wall outside the tunnel
was 5m. The deformations were estimated both for a temporary
(max 3 days) and a long-term condition (90 days). Safety levels
and displacements were estimated for four different conditions: the tunnel soil should have been partially frozen even without

any specific tunnel freeze pipes.- short term state before grouting
During installation of freezing elements, a 2m lower than inves-
tigated rock surface was observed at a 20m long stretch at the
left side. To ensure the support, 4 excess freeze pipes were in-
stalled here.

- short term state after grouting
- long term state without grouting
- long term state, assuming a lowered strength of the unfrozen

clay outside the tunnel. 
The blasting of the tunnel was started in October 2002. The

length of one drilled proceeding was 3m. After blasting, the
walls and roof were insulated and shotcreted. The tunneling 
principle was essentially the same than in the connected rock
tunnels. After opening the whole frozen soil length, the reinfor-
ced final concrete lining was cast.

The most critical situations were the long term state without 
grouting, and the long term state with a weak zone outside the
grouting (see Fig.4). 

According to the design analysis, the factor of safety for the
final tunnel was more than 2.5. It was also seen that the long-
term displacements strongly increased, if the freezing tempera-
tures were higher than -15oC, or if the tunnel was not supported
with shotcrete.

Fig.5. The freezing pipelines on the ground surface in summer 2002.

5 CONSTRUCTION

Fig 7. Shotcreting of the blasted tunnel section.The freezing pipes were installed in January-April 2002. Freez-
ing was started in May 2002, and completed in September 2002.
The tunnelling was started in September, and it was anticipated
to be open for the casting of final liner in November 2002. 6 EXPERIENCES AND CONCLUSIONS

The soil tunnel was supported with a frozen arch, whose 
theoretical thickness was in the walls and roof more than 5m
with temperatures below -20oC. The freezing was extended to-
wards the rock tunnel, until the rock roof was more than 3m
thick.

According to the experiences, the tunneling was successful. The
freezing proceeded slower than anticipated, because air tempe-
ratures in the summer of 2002 were significantly warmer than
anticipated in average, and because the necessary freezing was
locally somewhat  deeper than planned according to bidding do-
cuments.  Anyhow, the installation of freezing lines, freezing
process, blasting and tunneling were successful both techni-

Thermal analysis showed that the frozen roof and wall
thickness and temperature should be reached within about 3 
months since the start of freezing. It also could be estimated that
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cally, economically and in schedule. No measurable displace-
ments were observed during or after tunnel excavation. 

The design approach proved to be realistic and reliable. The 
mechanical characteristics applied in analysis were successfully 
generalized using the Zhu Yanlin-Carbee models. The strength 
of the frozen clay was roughly the same for the specimens fro-
zen in the laboratory before in situ freezing than the in situ spe-
cimens drilled from the frozen roof after blasting. 
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